Introduction
Human gait is a useful biometric feature that can be efficiently recognized at a distance and can be applied to uncooperative subjects. With the recent developments of computer vision techniques, it became easier to extract and process gait feature and, as a result, vision-based gait recognition methods has recently gained considerable attention from the human identification field.
However, in real application, construction of a robust gait recognition system is still challenging because of the intra-class variation of gait features due to change in walking speed [13, 28] , viewpoint [12, 31] , clothing [8] , and elapsed time [23, 15] . In addition, gait recognition from a low-frame-rate video is another major problem as the sparsity of the observed gait phases (or stances) makes the existing gait recognition methods perform poorly. This problem is frequently encountered when a video captured by a CCTV camera is used for gait recognition where the video is recorded at a quite low frame-rate (e.g., 1 to 5 fps) due to low transmission bandwidth and limited storage capacity.
While most of the gait recognition methods use normal frame-rate videos for recognition, few works [16, 3] attempted to solve the problem of using low frame-rate videos for gait recognition. Although Mori et al. [16] uses low frame-rate videos for probe sequence, normal framerate videos are used as gallery sequence. Therefore, this method cannot be used for cross-camera person matching where both the probe and gallery sequences are low framerate. Another line of research related to the low frame-rate problem is temporal interpolation. In [3] , a level-set approach to temporal interpolation is proposed and applied to gait recognition in low frame-rate videos. In another work, Prismal et al. [22] used linear interpolation of the moment values for temporal interpolation. However, these methods are applicable for mid-rate videos (e.g., more than 6 fps) and does not perform well for quite low frame-rate videos (e.g., 1 or 2 fps).
Methods proposed for temporal Super Resolution (SR) [11, 25, 26, 2] are closely related to low framerate problem. Using multiple-camera setup, Shechtman et al. [25] presented an algorithm for space-time SR by multiple low-resolution videos of the same dynamic scene. However, the multiple-camera setup is unavailable in most of surveillance scenes. By exploiting the self-similarity, Shimano et al. [26] proposed a video temporal SR method from a single image sequence. However, this algorithm is applied for increasing the temporal resolution of an input video at most twice and will not work in a quite low frame-rate with articulated motion such as human gait.
Using an energy minimization framework, Makihara et al. [11] proposed a temporal SR method from a single quasiperiodic image sequence. Based on phase registration, low frame-rate sequence observed from multiple periods is exploited to construct one period of a high frame-rate sequence (referred to as manifold later). However, due to the error in initial phase estimation using linear phase evolution prior, this method suffers from wagon wheel effect (backward motion) in quite low frame-rate cases (1 or 2 fps).
Besides this, it suffers from the problem of stroboscopic effect when the sampling interval coincides with the gait period and the observed image sequence appears almost still, in other words, most of the gait stances are not observed, which leads to manifold reconstruction failure.
To solve the problem of the wagon wheel effect, Akae et al. [2] utilized an exemplar of high frame-rate image sequence to improve the initial phase estimation in the framework similar to [11] and applied the synthesized high framerate sequence to low frame-rate gait recognition. However, it still suffers from the stroboscopic effect and hence its gait recognition performance is not so much improved compared with the previous methods.
In this paper, we propose a unified framework of example-based and reconstruction-based periodic temporal SR to overcome the stroboscopic effect. The prior knowledge of gait dynamics trained from multiple training subjects is represented by a standard manifold and is used as an example-based cue, while multiple periods of observations of the low frame-rate sequence are used as a reconstructionbased cue. The proposed method can construct a high frame-rate sequence even when the observed image sequence appears almost still due to the stroboscopic effect because the missing phases are recovered based on the standard manifold. In addition, we apply the high frame-rate sequence obtained by the proposed method to low frame-rate gait recognition and achieved a superior performance over the previous methods. This paper is organized as follows: After addressing the related work in section 2, section 3 describes the preprocessing for silhouette-based gait recognition. Section 4 describes the proposed method of periodic temporal SR procedure. Experimental results using real gait image sequences are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and identifies future research direction.
Related work
Temporal super resolution: Temporal SR approaches could be classified into two classes: Example-based approaches and reconstruction-based approaches.
Following an example-based approach, space-time SR can be achieved from a single video recording of general dynamic scenes by exploiting the fact that small spacetime patches of a natural video have the tendency to recur itself inside the same video at multiple spatio-temporal scales [24] , or by exploiting self-similar appearance of patches across different temporal resolution [26] . However, the temporal SR rate handled in these methods is quite limited (e.g., twice).
Reconstruction-based approaches increase both the spatial and the temporal resolution, by combining information from multiple videos of the same dynamic scene, at sub-pixel and sub-frame accuracy [1, 25] . In [1] , N cameras were used for N -times temporal SR which requires few tens of cameras in our problem setting of low framerate gait recognition and, is impractical for surveillance application. Instead of simultaneous recording by multiple video cameras, sequential recording of the multiple repetitions of a cyclic motion by single camera could also be used [11, 27, 2] . Assuming that a single snapshot contains a group of the same animals at different phases of their cyclic motion, Xu et al. [32] infer the motion cycle of animals from a still picture. However, such an assumption is unsuitable for human gait motion as each subject has unique style of walking and this property is utilized in gait recognition. In another similar work, Ding et al. [5] proposed a method of reconstructing missing portions in a set of video frames by minimizing the rank of a matrix directly constructed from the available frames. This method assumes that the missing portion of the video is small compared to the observed part and, therefore, may not work in our problem setting. Manifold Learning: Low dimensional manifold representation is a useful and common practice for analyzing human gait, pose tracking, or motion synthesis. Cheng et al. [4] proposed a person identification system by learning a lowdimensional embedding by Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GP-LVM), and modeling the temporal dynamics using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Lee et al. [9] introduced a model that combines a kinematics manifold and visual manifold for 3D tracking. Through learning a decomposable generative model, Elgammal et al. [6] proposed a method to separate style and content of human gait using manifolds representing human gait motion. Scaled Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model is used in [30] to learn prior models for 3D people tracking. However, all of these approaches employ a normal frame-rate sequence for manifold learning. Gait Recognition: Traditionally, both period-based and frame-based features are used for human gait recognition. Period-based features [10, 12, 29] are usually computed from multiple images within one gait period. As reported in [19] , averaged silhouette [10] (also known as Gait Energy Image, GEI [7] ) works the best compared to the other frame-based features. Other types of period-based gait features include amplitude spectra [12] , Fourier descriptors [33] , and Gabor features [29] . However, as multiple images within a period is required, these features (including the averaged silhouette) fails to produce an acceptable recognition rate when the number of images within one gait period becomes very small, as observed in low frame-rate videos.
Preprocessing
In this section, preprocessing part of our silhouette-based gait recognition is briefly discussed. At the first step, given a gait image sequence, a silhouette for each frame is extracted by background subtraction-based graph-cut segmentation [14] . Next, based on the height and the center of gravity of each silhouette, a normalized gait silhouette sequence of pre-determined size is generated by image sizenormalization and registration (Fig. 1) .
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is then applied to the normalized gait silhouette sequence and each normalized gait silhouette is projected into PCA space for dimension reduction. The dimension of the PCA space is decided so that 99% of the total variance is preserved. The normalized gait silhouette sequence is expressed as a manifold parameterized by phase in parametric eigen space [17] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the gait silhouette and gait silhouette sequence are expressed as a point and a trajectory in the PCA space, respectively.
Periodic temporal super resolution 4.1. Definition of quasi-periodic image sequence
In this paper, an input gait silhouette sequence is regarded as a quasi-periodic image sequence. At time t, an image drawn from the periodic image sequence with period P is denoted by the vector x (t), and satisfies
Dimensionless time parameters, phase s and relative phasẽ s, are then introduced as
where s P (·) is the phase evolution function and · is a floor function. The periodic image sequence can now be represented in the phase domain as x s (s) = x (s 
where s P = {s P,i } is the phase sequence for the input image sequence, s 0 is the phase for the first frame, and f is the frame-rate. Due to fluctuations of the sampling rate of the network camera and/or target motion, the input image sequence is often degraded to a quasi-periodic image sequence X in Q = {x in Q,i } and can be defined as
where s Q = {s Q,i } is a quasi-periodic phase sequence. In other words, the temporal SR problem can be stated as a simultaneous estimation problem of a periodic manifold x s and a phase sequence s Q from an input quasi-periodic image sequence X in Q .
Manifold representation
In this work, the periodic manifold x s is represented by a parametric eigenspace method [17] and a cubic N-spline function parameterized by the phase in the eigenspace is used to construct the manifold. Let us consider N cp control points {y cp j } in the M dimensional eigenspace with corresponding phases {s
cp ×M are the submatrix (at the j-th interval) and the total spline matrix, respectively. A point at relative phases at the j-th interval can be then interpolated in the eigenspace aŝ
where w (s) is an interpolation coefficient vector whose 4j-th to (4j +3)-th components are [1, w, w 2 , w 3 ], and w is the interpolation ratio between the control points.
Relationship between the control points matrix
T and the spline parameter matrix A sp is derived from the C2-continuous boundary conditions [11] as
where
cp is a coefficient matrix. Therefore,
given the control points Y cp , interpolationŷ (s) for a relative phases is obtained by Eqs. (8) and (11) . As discussed in the following sections, the reconstruction problem of the periodic manifold x s (s; Y cp ) can now be reformulated as an estimation problem of the control points Y cp .
Standard manifold construction
A standard manifold is constructed by using image sequences with normal frame-rate from N tr training subjects, i.e., non-recognition targets. A common M dimensional eigenspace of normalized gait silhouettes among all the Figure 2 . Effect of the data term and manifold fitness. Low framerate input frames with corresponding phases are shown as red crosses in the silhouette eigenspace (only three principal components are shown for simplicity). In case of stroboscopic effect, because only a few phases of a gait cycle are observed, the input frames are embedded on some isolated parts of the true manifold (red, dotted).
training subjects is first computed (referred to as silhouette eigenspace later) and a manifold for each training subject is then obtained by the periodic temporal SR technique [2] . Let the matrix Y tr i represents the manifold control points of i-th training subject and note that the manifold control points are phase-synchronized each other because the same exemplar is exploited for initial phase estimation in [2] .
After unfolding the control point matrix Y 
T is standard manifold coefficients, i.e., the weights for eigen matrices {E tr j }.
Energy minimization framework
Similar to the other temporal SR approaches [25, 26] , we used an energy minimization approach. Let an quasiperiodic input image sequence in the eigenspace is expressed as Y 
The energy function is then constructed by considering the four aspects: (1) 
where the first, second, third, and fourth terms are the data term, the standard manifold fitness term, smoothness term for the manifold, and the smoothness term for phase evolution, respectively. B is a coefficient matrix for calculating the manifold curvature, and P (= fP ) is the global period (in terms of frames) assuming linear phase evolution. The effect of the data term and the standard manifold fitness term could be easily understood from Fig. 2 . If the energy minimization is done without the standard manifold fitness term, the manifold reconstruction relies on the input frames and the smoothness constraints only. Therefore, the resultant manifold (blue) differs largely from the true manifold, particularly in phase missing part. On the other hand, if the manifold is strictly constrained to the standard manifold while the input data lies outside of the standard manifold representation, the resultant manifold (green) will be still far from the true manifold, particularly near the phases of the input data, which implies to discard the meaningful subject specific information.
Therefore, by considering all the four terms of the energy function, the manifold is attracted to the input data to preserve such meaningful individualities, while it is also attracted to the standard manifold in part of missing phases. Consequently, the reconstructed manifold (red, solid) becomes much closer to the true manifold because both subject specific information and global dynamics prior is utilized.
Iterative solution
The energy function E(Y cp , α, s Q ) is a quadratic form with respect to the manifold control points Y cp and the standard manifold coefficients α, therefore, under the fixed phase s Q , Y cp and α are obtained by a linear solution.
However, the phase s Q is a complex form, as the spline curves are switched piecewise based on phase s Q and the interpolation ratio w appears as a sixth-order polynomial in the data term. To solve this highly nonlinear optimization problem, iterative solutions are employed as shown in Fig.  3 Fig. 3 ), and these steps are iterated until convergence.
Experiments

Dataset and setup
The proposed method is evaluated with real gait sequence from the OU-ISIR Gait Database [20] . 200 real gait sequences from 100 subjects were used for evaluation. In this dataset, each subject walked on a speed-controlled treadmill and two gait sequences were captured: one for the probe and the other for the gallery. The normalized gait silhouette size, frame-rate, and recording time for each sequence are 22 × 32 pixels, 60 fps, and 6 sec respectively. Low frame-rate gait sequences were constructed by down sampling the original 60 fps sequences at a specified interval. We perform three experiments: temporal SR, low frame-rate gait recognition using the temporal SR itself, and sensitivity analysis of the proposed method with parameter change. We used following parameter values as default: the number of training manifolds N tr = 85, dimension of silhouette eigenspace M = 112, and the parameters in the energy minimization framework λ t = 1, λ m = 5, λ s = 1, and N cp = 100.
Temporal super resolution
In this section, we compare the proposed periodic temporal SR results with level-set morphing (Morph) [3] , and temporal SR using exemplar image sequence and morphing (TSR) [2] . Figure 4 shows results of temporal SR from an 1-fps image sequence (the first row). The sampling rate of this low frame sequence is such that we could observe the same phase of a gait cycle repeatedly (stroboscopic effect). Both the level-set morphing (the second row) and TSR (the third row) cannot successfully recover a high frame-rate image sequence because the two key frames are too far apart (a single support phase and the next single support phase) and fails to interpolate intermediate gait stances (double support phases). The proposed method (the fourth row) successfully reconstructs a natural gait silhouette sequence with neither a wagon wheel effect nor stroboscopic effect, and hence looks quite similar to the ground truth normal frame-rate image sequence (the bottom row). We also report the mean squared error E for the reconstructed frames computed as:
where W , H, N , I, andÎ are the width, height, the number of images, ground truth image, and reconstructed image, respectively. As seen from Fig. 5 , reconstruction error in the proposed method is much lower than TSR [2] and Morph [3] .
Gait recognition
In this experiment, we apply the reconstructed high frame-rate sequences for human gait recognition, and compare the recognition performance with original low framerate sequence (NoTSR), morphing-based reconstruction [3] and periodic temporal SR (TSR) [2] . Two different gait features are used in these experiments: averaged silhouette [10] also known as Gait Energy Image (GEI) [7] and frequency-domain feature [12] . The performance measures used are Equal Error Rate (EER) [21] and rank-1 identification rate.
The EER and rank-1 identification rates of the proposed method along with benchmark methods are shown in Fig.  6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. The horizontal axis represents frame-rates of both the probe and gallery sequences. The proposed method outperforms all of the benchmark methods, and the improvement is much more significant particularly at quite low frame-rates. Note that NoTSR results are unavailable for frequency-domain feature for frame-rates up to 4 fps due to sampling theorem.
Parameter sensitivity
In this section, we report experiments to show the effect of parameter values on the performance of the proposed method. Figure 8 shows the effect of changing the weight of the standard manifold fitness term λ t (see Eq. 14). When λ t is small compared to the coefficients of other terms of the energy function, impact of the standard manifolds are negligible. As a result, we cannot successfully reconstruct the part of the manifold where no input frames are available, and consequently, recognition performance drops (e.g., 0.001 or 0.01). On the other hand, we also notice that for wide range of λ t values (e.g., 0.1 to 100), performance remains almost unchanged, which means the standard manifold coefficient is insensitive to some extent. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a unified framework of example-based and reconstruction-based approaches to the temporal SR for low frame-rate videos. By incorporating the standard manifold obtained from the training subjects into the energy minimization framework, the periodic image sequence is successfully reconstructed even from nearly still input images due to the stroboscopic effect. Experimental results using a real gait image sequence demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of the recognition performance.
The proposed method assumes the same motion among the periods, which is a requirement for reconstruction-based periodic temporal SR, however, it is violated in some cases (e.g., gait fluctuations, walking speed changes, viewpoint transitions). As future works, we investigate how to extend the standard manifold to cope with these situations.
